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Comedians provide jokes for students as finals approach
By Bry.n w„rick

JAKE ANOTHER LOOK

llu- l.oi. Comedy Festival presented by
University Activities Organization helped
in students in get in a Few laughs as the
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Hoping lor ii few more laughs
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Forensics Debate Team wins national tournament
University team takes home trophy for second straight year, offers opportunities for students to improve public speaking skills
By Bryan Warrlck
Reporter

The Forensics Debate Team
returned from Kansas City,
Missouri, on Sunday from
the National Comprehensive
Tournament with the championship trophy.
Despite the competitiveness
of the 72 schools in attendance, the University won
the National Comprehensive
Team Championship for the
second straight year. But the
team has experienced a lot
of success in the nationals
for years, said Paul Alday, the

team's faculty adviser.
"This year's national success
concludes an outstanding season," he said. "We have been
very competitive and we have
placed in the top five at this
tournament for the last six
straight years."
The Forensics Team is a competitive speech and interpretive
performance team as individual
members participate in separate events from informative
speaking to poetry to debate.
The points that each player
earns for their events are combined to make the team's total
for that tournament, Alday said.

"We do between 14 and 18
invitational
events starting back in September, during weekends throughout the
school year," he said. "Through
these competitions, we have to
qualify to make it to the national event."
The different events and tournaments present challenges to
the students and allow them to
grow, said sophomore Ashley
Hendricks. This is her second
year with the team and she was
a member of the national champions last year.
"This has helped me to
become a better public speaker,"

Young A mericans for Liberty

she said. "What I have learned
here and improved at can help
me in whatever I plan on doing
with my life."
Hendricks does several different events for the team,
including public address speaking and persuasive speeches.
Students earn personal points
for how well they speak, how
organized their presentation is
and how persuasive their message is, she said.
Those are just a few events
that take place at the national
tournament. There were over
1,500 separate events there that
the 21 members of the team

could take part in, Alday said.

Several of these events saw
the team members place high.
The University placed second in
the Nation in Forensics Events,
tenth in Debate Fvents, and first
in both Student Congress and
Reader's Theatre.
The events are not always
extremely
serious,
said
Hendricks.
"My favorite is called After
Dinner Speaking,' which is
humorous speeches," she said.
"I basically point out a social
See FORENSICS | Page 2
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spread bertarian awareness
By Troy Chamberlain
Reporter

The local chapter of the group
Young Americans for Liberty
hosted its first official meeting in Olscamp Thursday night
since becoming a registered student organization.
"We advocate a few basic
principles like self-ownership
- you own your body, through
your own reason and choices
you lead your own life, and we
feel you should be able to do
that to a certain extent," said
Chance Stoodt, group founder
and political science major. "We
also believe in a non-aggression
principle ... we're very anti-war.
We're not pacifists, we believe
in self-defense and national
defense, but we really don't support aggression."
Stoodt said he began planning the group in November. He
was approached by a Leadership
Institute representative from
Columbus who was seeking to
find "liberty-minded students...
looking to move the message of
liberty along."
"College campuses are a big
demographic for liberty," he
said. "A lot of campuses are
very liberal, but I feel that's just

BGNEWS.COM
Photo Galleries
Take a look back at the
week. Check out photo
galleries online from
the Reddin Symposium
and World Water Week
»

"Taxation by the
income method is
theft. It didn't always
used to be this way."
Eric Eberly | Libertarian

because libertarians haven't gotten to them yet."
In attendance at the meeting
was Eric Eberly, a member of the
Wood County Libertarian Party
and candidate for state representative to Ohio's third congressional district.
In his presentation, Eberly
outlined his party's positions,
such as advocacy for business
freedom with emphasis on small
businesses, freedom of sexual
orientation rights and opposition to the income tax.
"Taxation by the income
method is theft," he said. "It
didn't always used to be this
way."
Eberly also advocated for the
legalization of drugs and promoted the use of industrial hemp
and medical marijuana. Though
he does not personally promote
drug use, Eberly said it is the
individual's decision.

"Alcohol prohibition led to
a sharp increase in crime," he
said. "Move forward to today
and the war on drugs - same
situation. In this country we
are treating drug use as a criminal matter, when it's really a
personal health matter."
Questions were fielded from
the crowd on matters such as
sexual harassment laws and
education policies. Both matters, Eberly said, would be
better handled by the private
sector.
At the meeting was senior
political science and economics
major, Alex Benson. Benson said
he is attracted to libertarianism because it is the only political ideology he has seen that
"doesn't tell people what to do,"
and that his economics background lines up with libertarian
free-market values.
"The group is small right now,
but as the message starts to get
out and we start doing more
events we can start to grow."
Students looking to get
involved with Young Americans
for Liberty at the University can
contact the group at bgsuyal@
gmail.com.
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Relating when debating

The BG baseball
team defeated
Shawnee State on
Wednesday at Stellar
Field I PAGE 8
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JAKE KANTER calk out students to help support World Water Week World Water Week raises
awareness oi unclean water around the world and helps those in need of dean drinking water.
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Puke is your guide to the
best spring concerts, see
the bands, the venues,
the times and the price
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What musical artist would you Hke to
see in Bowling Green this spring?

Forum editor Stephan
Reed explains how going

«Lady Gaga. OU got
to see her • •

into a debate with an
open mind will prove
productve | PAGE 4
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LINDSAY BUCK
Sophomore
Special Education
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200 block of Ridge St at somebme

BLOTTER

after 730 am

WED., MARCH 21
10:54 A.M.
An unknown older black male
was reported to have taken
a large number of aluminum
cans that were set out for recycling within the 200 block of S.
College Drive on Sunday morning. He was reportedly driving a
an older gray van.
12:48 P.M.
A Vera Bradley backpack containing a marketing textbook and
a rented business textbook was
taken from an unlocked vehicle
near 6th and High streets. They
are valued at $100. S175 and $50.
respectively
1:17 P.M.
A handgun and medication were
reported to be stolen within the
100 block of S. Enterprise St
1:4$ P.M.
A quarter tank of gas was reportedry
siphoned from a vehicle withm the

2:29 P.M.
Complainant reported a camera taken from a vehicle while
parked at The Home Depot.
354 P.M.
Complainant reported a male
and female stole a pair of earrings from a business within the
100 block of S. Main St. They
were both described as white
with red scraggry hair, and the
female is speculated to be the
male's mother.
N ONLINE: Go to bgv*wscom for
**$ the complete blotter lot

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

DID YOU KNOW?
There are twice as many
kangaroos in Australia
as there are people. The
kangaroo population is
estimated at about 40 million.

BRAIN TEASERS
A REBUS is a picture representation of a name, work, or
phrase. Each "rebus" puzzle box below portrays d common word
or phrase Can you guess what it is?
Rumple

HEAD
HEELS
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ANSWER
Had over Heel*
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From Page 1

issue or argument and
try to address it and
solve it by doing something funny."
This year was more
challenging for the team,
however, Alday said. The
team that won it all last
year had a lot of graduating seniors. Eighty percent of this year's team
members were freshmen
and sophomores.
"It is going to be a different game for us now,"

L0L
From Page 1
"Finals are like the
worst time of your life,"
said Cristela Alonzo, one
of the professional standup comics taking part in
the show. "There is a lot of
pressure on you and the
feeling that you have to do
it right."
Alonzo, who appeared on
"Last Comic Standing" and
"Showtime," headlined a
show that also included
Arvin Mitchell from BET's
"Coming to the Stage" and
"Comic View," and Paul
Varghes, who has also
appeared on "Showtime."
Each of these comedians brought a different style of humor with
them, but their main goal
was to give the students a
chance to unwind for a bit,

Alday said.
But the team wasn't
worried about their age
or experience, said senior
Katie Hodgdon, who participates in interpreting
poetry.
"We have a great staff,
and the motivation is
there," she said. "With
every competition, you
learn more about what
works and what doesn't.
You learn what other people do. And you mature
with each year, which
makes an impact on what
you do."
The 72 schools the team

took on in this year's
national finals included
Michigan, Ohio State
University, University of
California, Los Angeles
and Harvard and Yale.
Bringing students from
these schools together
can lead to friendships
and opportunities for
some, Hodgdon said.
The team is also confident in its future as the
new members grow and
learn, Hendricks said.
"A lot of us are planning
on staying all through
school," she said. "We will
have a very strong team

as we advance in the next
few years. We can go from
a very good team to an
awesome team."
On Monday the team
will present their championship
trophy
to
President Mary Ellen
Mazey and will showcase
national
award-winning events via video in
Olscamp Hall, according
to team's press release.
This free event will feature the national champion Reader's Theatre,
The Lion King, and
speeches from state and
national finals.

Varghes said.
"Anytime you can escape
reality for a couple of hours
is good." he said. "And it's
good to have people here to
entertain. And if it's a good
show, that's a weight off my
shoulders and everyone
can have a good time."
The three professional
comics were not the only
stand-up acts of the night.
Leading the festival off was
senior Brandon Schneider,
who got the spot after winning the "Are You Falcon
Funny Enough?" comedy
competition.
"I'm glad I went first
because each comic was
funnier than the last," he
said. "I hope BG keeps
bringing comics like this.
Not enough people go to
watch stand-up, 1 think.
This gets them to see it."
Schneider, whose humor

is usually darker, decided
to go for a more local topic
tonight, he said. He had
several jokes focusing on
the University as well as the
city. The crowd responded
loudly to his jokes about
the nightlife of downtown.
Besides the laughs of
the students in the audience, the comedians had
some unexpected fun as
well. A baby in the crowd
began to make loud noises
during Varghes set, interrupting his joke. He then
announced to the crowd
how bad it was to be heckled by a baby.
"I like chaos," he said.
"That's why I'll remember
this school, because of that
baby. It was a really good
show, but I've had a lot of
good shows, but not a lot of
babies. That doesn't happen much, or ever."

Besides the baby, the
crowd showed the comics
a lot of energy by giving
them some laughs.
"I had a blast," Mitchell
said. "I've been dealing
with a head cold but I still
had really had a good time,
and you could tell."
While Varghes and
Alonzo have
worked
together several times over
the years, including both
having a spot on Gabriel
Iglesias' show, Mitchell is
more of a solo act usually.
"It's not often I get to perform with that many comics," he said. "It was a treat
for me."
Mitchell also hoped the
students enjoyed the night
and walked away feeling
better, he said.
"You have to be aware
of how important it is for
people to laugh," he said.
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Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

Editor In Chief Applications CJOHNNEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC
are being accepted for
Great Selection of
the following BGSU publications:
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
BG News
2012-2013 Academic Year (fall/spring semesters)
BG News
2012 Summer Session
Key Magazine
2012-2013 Academic Year (fall/spring semesters)

AVAILABLE FOR 2012-2013
We have Efficiencies,
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.

In most cases, furnished and unfurnished
are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete rental listing available
on-line and in rental office.

Obsidian
2012-2013 Academic Year (fall/spring semesters)
Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall.
To apply, fill out the application, include a resume, provide an essay
around the questions provided with the application, and submit
three letters of recommendation (two non-student, one student) with
your completed applications. Return your applications to 204 West Hall.

STOP!

by our office & pick up
the New Listings

i Available On-Line
www.lot1nnewlov0raatostata.com
Quality Service, Quality Housing

fi

Applications due: 5 p.m. on Friday, March 23,2012

Check Us Out
On Facebook!
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319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours - Monday to Friday
8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday
8:30 to 5:00
419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com
SUCCESSFULLY SERVING BGSU STUDENTS SINCE 1978

SUMMER LEASES
NOW AVAILABLE!

CREENBRIAR, INC.
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Nationally known musical acts grace stages within traveling distance

Compiled By Erin Cox
Pulse Reporter

Spring break has come and gone, but that doesn't mean students can't have fun in between the hassle of classes and the approach of finals. The spring concert
season has finally arrived and University students don't have to travel far to find a little bit of every kind of music. These are some of the big tours coming
around the area this spring, allowing students to make a day trip and still have time for everyone's top priority - homework.

ohio
When: Tuesday,
April 3,7 p.m.
Where: Bowling
Green
Venue: Howards
ClubH
Drive time from
campus: 4 minutes
Tickets: $8
What to expect;
The size of Howard s
guarantees audiences an intimate
performance by tr)e
band and Howards
bartender Ted
Truman expects a
crazy atmosphere.
' You can expect a
really fun crowd and
areat drink prices,
Truman said, ly going
to be awesome.

Sugarland
When: Thursday, April 5,7:30 p.m.
Where: Toledo
Venue: Huntington Center
Drive time from campus: 30 minutes
Tickets: $27.50 to $52.50
What to expect,: According to the
Huntington Centers website, Sugarland
will be playing songs from their new album
"The Incredible Machine" ip their tour titled
"In the Hands of the ans" Marketing
Manager Al Purdie o the Huntington
Center said he expects a crowd from all
around the spectrum, but mainly 25 to
54-year olds.

Eric Church
When: Thursday, May 10,7:30 p.m.
Where: Toledo
Venue: Huntington Center
Drive time from campus: 30 minutes
Tickets: $32.75 to $40.50
What to expect,: According to the
Huntington Centers website, Eric Church
and Brantlev Gilbert fit in the theme of the
f)ur pame "The Blood, Sweat and Beers
our because of their grit and attitude
onstage. Church has had sold out crowds
§o far along his tour, including Fort Wayne.
We expect a younger crowd of mostly 18 to
22-year olds.

michigan
Nickelback
When: Saturday, April 14,6 p.m.
Where: Detroit
Venue: Joe Louis Arena
Drive time from campus: 1 hour. 29 minutes
Tickets: $36.50 to $72
What to expect: According to the Joe Louis
Arena website, the past three Nickelback shows at
the venue nave sold out, so people should expect
another full arena for this Canadian band. The .,
band will feature its new album Here and Now,
but will also mix it up with some old favorites.

Michigan, continued
The Ail-American Rejects
When: Wednesday, April 11,7:30
p.m.
Where: Detroit
Venue: Sound Board at
MotorCity Casino Hotel
Drive time from campus: 1
hour, 29 minutes
Tickets: $32.50 to $45
What to expect: "They're a
great group with a new album out,
so it will definitely be an amazing
show" said Bill Borenstein, vice
president of entertainment and theater operations. I expect to see,all
different ages of people over 21.

Gym Class Heroes
When: Thursday, April 12,7 p.m.
Where: Rochester Hills. Mich.
Venue. Meadow Brook Music
Festival, Oakland University
Drive time from campus: 2 hours, 2
minutes
Tickets: $20 to $25
What to expect: According to Meadow Brook
Festival website, the venue is an outside arena.
However, there is no need to bring along an umbrella
just in case of any April showers. Only the seats under
the pavilion will be open for the concert.

indiana
Elton John
When: Saturday, April 21.8 p.m.
Where: Fort Wayne
Venue: Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
Drive time from campus: 2 hours, 1 minute
Tickets: $37 to $137
What to expect: Elton John has come to Fort Wayne ,
before and Ashley Gutknecht of the Memorial Coliseums
adwwmission office said to expect a broad range of people.
"I know young people in their 20s who are exited to go
and I know older people who are going too, Gutknecht
said. "Hes going to do all his hits from past to more
recent."
Godsmack, Staind and Halestorm
When: Tuesday. May 8,6:30 p.m.
Where: Fort Wayne
Venue: Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
Drive time from campus: 2 hours, 1 minute
Tickets: $27.75 to $40.75
What to expect: "I expect to a rock crowd a bit older, 30s to
40s, as well as some younqer.people too just because the groups
have been around for a while, Gutknecht said.

Jason Aldean and Luke Bryan
When: Saturday, May 12,7:30 p.m.
Where: Fort Wayne
Venue: Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
Drive time from campus: 2 hours, 1 minute
Tickets: $30.25 to $50.25
What to expect: "The tickets sold out in 50 minutes, which was
the quickest sales in 61 years here, Gutknecht said. I think since
Jason Aldean is such a new artist, there will be a younger crowd of
about 20 to 30-year olds and lots of alcohol.

Source: All ticket and venue information from ticketmaster.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What musicalartist would you like to see in Bowling Green this spring?
Toby Keith:

"Unto) Park'

■Ul Wayne.-

"Rascal Flam'
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BRIANNA WILLIAMS
Freshman,
Undecided

BENMAGILL
Sophomore,

MICHAflSCHIPfERS
Senbr

Sports Management

Educa

CHELSIACHAFT
Freshman,
Occupational Therapy
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Slavery analogy misrepresents modern taxations

Debate should rely on
logic, not personality

By Facundo Bouzat
Guest Columnist

classroom debate is the
subject matter chosen.
Debating on whether or
not abortion should be
legal, if the death penalty
is justified or which religion is the right religion is
One thing I enjoy about completely idiotic.
These topics have been
Philosophers
(and
Philosophy majors) is that beaten to death. Don't you
they are open minded think if someone had the
during a debate; a debate all-knowing perfect and
becomes more of a con- overwhelmingly persuaversation and less of an sive argument on these
argument.
dead horse topics, we
The whole concept of the wouldn't continue arguing
debate has befuddled me for about them?
Let's not argue about
so long,
I watched them on TV, topics that will never be
1 have watched them in defeated.
person and I have argued
Let's talk about something
in one.
real, something like "What
In fact, I have argued in should replace Wendy's
debates since my junior year in the Union?" or "Do you
in high school.
believe participation should
However, not once during be weighted more heavily
these discussions did I enter than test grading?"
with an open mind.
In the matter of the real
Never was I willing to world, I feel a debate should
understand what the other be more than just a shoutside had to say. No matter ing match, and it should be
what their opinion, 1 was more about the substance
of their message, not just
going to be right.
But what good is that? the way they compose
A debate loses its purpose themselves.
when it turns into a comTake the 1960 debate
petition.
between Kennedy and
If all goes well, one side Nixon, for instance. Because
will persuade the other into Nixon stumbled over his
their line of thinking. If all words and was remotely nerfails, the two sides will fight vous, he was automatically
until the bitter end, often at a severe disadvantage. I'm
ending in physical alterca- not arguing that Nixon won
tions, name calling and the the debate, by no means, I'm
inevitable damage in pride.
just stating that he was not
Last semester, I took taken as seriously because
part in multiple classroom of his nervousness.
debates and as soon as one
Give him the swagger and
side started "winning," the confidence of Kennedy, and
other side stopped taking I feel it would have been a
it seriously and just made closer fight.
jokes the whole time.
As I previously stated, 1
What good is that? What enjoy discussions with
is the purpose of a class- philosophers because, as
room debate if by the end of I learned in an Aesthetics
the discussion, nothing has course, keeping an open
been resolved?
mind and being willing to
The only way I can see change your viewpoint or
someone winning an in- admit defeat is a key role in
class debate is by having just being a philosopher.
one person swallowing their
If someone else's agenda
pride and joining the oppos- or idea is better than yours,
ing side.
accept it and embrace it. I
If you can get one person see no shame in embracing
to abandon their precon- a stronger opinion.
ceived notion that they are
You don't have to admit
the superior arguers, then that your stance was
you win.
weak, just that your oppoAlso, a debate shouldn't sition's argument carried
be a popularity contest. In fewer flaws.
fact, it's the one place where
After all, if you have a rock
a small group of people solid thesis, wouldn't you
should be able to defeat the want someone to set their
larger group with nothing pride aside and be swayed
but pure logic.
your way?
Often times the smaller
Defend yourself, but don't
groups are timid because of make yourself invincible.
their size and are overshadowed by the other groups'
snide remarks and laughter.
Respond to Stephan at
thenews9bgnews.com
Another flaw I see in the
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If taxes are like slavery, then
I've been living on Mars.
In response to a recent
column in The BG News on
March 21 making an analogy between the income tax
and slavery, consider the
following scenario.
Imagine there are two
individuals. One's name is
Tom, the other Ben. Imagine
Tom owns Ben.
That is, everything Ben
does is dictated by Tom.
Now, multiply Tom and
Ben hundreds of times.
The relationship remains
the same.
Now, one great year,
through a long history of
suffering, the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 is passed by
Congress. The Bens no longer belong to the Toms.
Question: After the passing of the Civil Rights Act,
are Ben and Tom at the
same starting point?
In other words, does Ben
have the same opportunities (educational, health,
job) to succeed in life?
Well, Tom has been profiting off of Ben for decades,
educating his children, and
establishing businesses.
Ben has not.
It seems that Tom has
a big leg up. Not because
Tom worked any harder
than Ben; but because of
injustice.

are the equivalent to being
"robbed" because one has
not consented on paper is to
overlook a massive coordination problem.
There is no way for our
representatives to go to each
individual house, have people check off whether they
support a specific tax allocation, and then sign.
Sorry, just not practical.
(Even if that was possible,
and tax allocations were set,
the minority of individuals who did not consent
would be paying taxes they
didn't consent to). Instead,
we vote for the'individuals
that make our policies that
fund public utilities (roads,
bridges, dams, hospitals,
firemen, national parks,
medical research), and we
can participate in state and
local government in a variety of ways.
Democracy is by no
means perfect. But that
does not necessarily
make taxation policies
illegitimate.
On a deeper level, the
divergent views between
those who see tax-payers
as being "robbed" (or insert
any other coercive word)
and those who see taxpayers as moral citizens
of our country result from
how one views humans. Are
humans Atomistic? That is,
do humans live unaffected
by others and fend for themselves for the most part of

Ben and Tom's story is no
doubt reflective of the history of slavery.
In fact, it is a very simplistic description that does not
even begin to describe the
repulsiveness and horror of
what is slavery.
Redistributive justice
gives us the potential to
make things a little fairer.
Taxation can serve as the
means to such justice.
Each of us gives a little
of our income for a cause
greater than ourselves:
Justice.
We acknowledge that
individuals oftentimes,
like in Ben's case, have little control over their destinies. One need only glance
at statistics on intergenerational income mobility to
see how wide and stagnant
the gap in income inequality has become.
From this view, taxation is not forced labor or
slavery.
It does not even approach
the forced labor young
women experience in the
international sex trade or
the prevailing slave labor
in countries not limited to
China, Brazil, and India.
Rather, taxation is a moral
requirement; it is thinking
about "the other."
It is the most basic
advice we are given as toddlers: Share.
But beyond redistributive justice, to say that taxes

"Democracy is
by no means
perfect. But
that does not
necessarily
make taxation
policies
illegitimate."
their lives? Or, are humans
Interdependent?
That is, are the directions of human lives largely
affected by others? That's a
question for you to decide.
AH I know is that I did
not come out of the womb
knowing how to read, write,
or think. Someone else
taught me these things.
Others did not have to
share with me. But they
did. "Others" helped me
along the way.
They helped enhance
"liberty;" not take it away.
But to some people's point
of view, this might as well
be the day I was "enslaved"
and prevented from choosing whether I even want to
read, write, or think.
These people must really think I'm from Mars or
something.

Respond to Facundo at
bouzatf9falcon.bgsu.edu
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COMEDY ON CAMPUS
Comedians bring laughs to Union Ballroom, student performs in show
ABBIPARK I THE B6 NEWS
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TOP LEFT: 'The crying baby made the whole show." said Paul Vaighese. a comedian at LOL with UAO.

TOP MIDDLE: Brandon Schneider, a University student, won a stand-up competition for a spot in Thursday's show

TOP RIGHT: Pal Cola said: "UAO LOL is made for students to take a break from stress"

CENTER: Staff members of LOL with UAO join the crowd in laughter

BOTTOM LEFT: Elisha Lueers and Jake Kanter enjoy Arbin Mitchell.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Ryan Featherston. Desnee Holton. Sarah Mann and Qumn George enjoy Brandon Schneider
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Meme site highlights positive, negative
details of University, student life
make an impact on someone's
day and make them smile."
Some memes featured on
the site focus on the negative aspects of the University.
Freshman Marissa Stewart
recently uploaded a meme
with the caption "1 Don't
Always Ask For A Housing
Deposit, But When I Do, 1
Don't Take VISA" after experiencing some frustration when
she tried to submit her housing
deposit for this fall.
Stewart said she never
expected her housing meme to
become as popular as it is now.
"I thought maybe a couple people would like it, and
unless they're friends with me,
they wouldn't like it," Stewart
said. "I never thought it'd get
more than 10."
The housing meme has
over 50 likes on Facebook,
including people who are not
friends with Stewart.
Although her meme
showed some annoyance
at the University, instead of
appreciation, Stewart said
she thinks it's all in good fun.
Freshman Ashlee Thomas
used her meme to celebrate the fact she lived in
Offenhauer and not Falcon
Heights as she watched residents of the neighboring residence hall standing outside at
odd hours. Thomas upload-

ByTaraKatW
Puke Reporter

rerrcTiT
MARGE BEDNARCZYK-STEWART. Union cashier, is pictured in a meme above. The meme was added to the
■BGSU Memes" Facebook page by Megan Kraft.

Students can now log onto
Facebook and check out the
University's newest inside joke
— the "BGSU Memes" page.
These Internet comics are
pictures with captions referencing current pop culture and have expanded to
smaller subdivisions, like
colleges. With the help of
"BGSU Memes," students
can create their own memes
and upload them.
One such student-created
meme showed Union cashier
Marge Bednarczyk-Stewart
with the caption "I Don't
Always Ring You Up At The
Union But When I Do, 1 Make
You Feel Like the Most Special
Person To Ever Live."
"At first I was very embarrassed," Bednarczyk-Stewart
said after her husband
showed her the meme online.
"But then I thought it was
great, and I love the comments the kids made."
Facebook users commented
on the "Marge Meme" and
voiced their appreciation for
the cashier, saying how wonderful and kind she is.
"I was so tickled and flattered," Bednarczyk-Stewart
said. "At least now 1 know I

ed a meme that read "Two
Fire Drills In Falcon Heights
Today, Lives In Offenhauer."
"1 thought some people
might find this funny and
they did," Thomas said. "But
some memes are so overdone
now. If it's not incredibly
funny, then there's no point."
Thomas said most people find the Memes on the
"BGSU Memes" site funny,
but some viewers may find
them offensive.
Whether the memes are
offensive or not is up to the
uploader and the "BGSU
Memes"
administrator.
However, some memes, like
in Bednarczyk-Stewart's
case, help people to realize
how much they appreciate
the University.
"This is the best job I've
ever had. It's crazy and it's
fun," Bednarczyk-Stewart
said. "There's a lot of
teamwork and I work with
some funny and really
neat people."
Perhaps the main reason
why "BGSU Memes" has
more than 3,200 likes is the
feeling of community and
the humorous spin the site
puts to life at the University.
"It's kind of like an inside
joke," Thomas said. "And
everybody likes to be on
the inside."

Organization provides experience
for film buffs, filmmakers
BG Reel and University Film Organization offer place outside classroom
By Eric Lagan*
Pulse Reporter

BG Reel is a campus organization devoted to giving students an outlet in which to
create films.
The organization attracts
mostly film students but is
open to anybody who loves
film.
Any student who is interested in writing, directing or producing films, or
working with film equipment, can go to the organization's open meetings
every Thursday at 9 p.m.
in 105 South Hall, said Jose
Cardenas, BG Reel adviser.
These meetings are combined with the University
Film Organization, another
film group on campus.
The difference between
the two organizations is that
BG Reel focuses on the production side of things while
UFO is discussion based,
said senior Nate Sullivan, the

president of BG Reel. Most
students are involved in both,
he said.
BG Reel provides members
with the necessary equipment to make their projects,
Sullivan said, equipment
such as cameras, lights or
boom microphones.
"It's a nice little organization where like-minded students, individuals, artists and
filmmakers gather, pitch their
ideas and produce content,"
Cardenas said. "It allows the
students to practice their
craft in a situation outside the
classroom," he said.
BG Reel has provided
equipment for the 48 Hour
Film Festival, which occurs
twice a semester, Sullivan
said. However, many members of the organization are
currently working on projects
for the film festival in April
that is put on by UFO.
Freshman Desiree Holton,
secretary of BG Reel, is collaborating with about 12

other students on a film to
premiere at the festival.
The students shot the film
in February and it's currently in the editing process,
Holton said.
"We wanted to have a
script where members of BG
Reel could come together as
a big group and all work on
it," she said.
I lolton wrote and directed
the film and is also assisting
in the editing process.
"This is like my baby," she
said of the film, which is
titled "Razorblades."
Holton described the film
as a narrative drama that
explores the relationship
between two University
students.
Many other members of
BG Reel are also entering
projects into the festival,
she said.
The film festival takes

MEGAN KRAFT I IHFrKiNfWS

Spring draws out new trends, styles
By Meejan Kraft
Fashion Photographer

and lighter layers including V-necks and tank tops.
Anthony Arena, an accounting major, sports an II&M
V-neck and black and white
threaded scarf. Arena
describes his style as laid
back but put together.
When asked why he chose
the pieces of his ensemble,
he said, "V-necks are comfortable, cheap and light."
Popular brands that

See REEL | Page 7

FREE
simple federal tax return.
(Federal Form 1040EZ)

Campus has defrosted
and students have broken
out their sundresses, sandals
and sunglasses.
Female trends seen on
campus include floral patterns, canvas backpacks and
high waist denim shorts.
The guys are in pastel
colored bottoms, Sperrys

ftBBB

Come try the best tax professionals in the industry at a great price . . .
FREE. You pay nothing when H&R Block prepares your 2011 Federal
Form 1040EZ. For more information, please visit us at
hrblock.com/1040EZ. But hurry, the offer expires February 29, 2012.

produce well-made men's
v-necksVand tees include
H&M, Calvin Klein, Guess
and Lacoste. Lacoste currently features a line of men's
tees on sale for $30 to $50.
To dress up a men's tee,
add a light fabric scarf or
layer under a blazer.
Get your spring style on
with a variety of fashionable
pieces, and as always, stay
fashionable Falcons!
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The Hunger Games' evokes high expectations
By Dana* King
Pulse Editor

When books arc made into
movies, there is always the
possibility of the movie
being a letdown, said Jeffrey
Brown, associate professor of
popular culture.
"The Hunger Games" is
premiering this weekend
and is based off the New York
Times best-selling book by
the same name.
Movies can be a letdown
compared to a book because
everyone envisions the book
in a certain way, Brown said.
Despite the possibility of disappointment, Brown said he
thinks the fan reaction will
be positive.
"1 was nervous about it, but
I think the trailer looks great,"
Brown said. "1 think they've
done a good job of not sexuali/ini'. her (Katniss)."
Freshman Becky 1 loopman
has read the book and is planning to go see the movie. She
is most excited for one part of
the movie in particular.
"The girl on fire costume,"

REEL
From Page 6

place during the weekend of
April 20-22.
On the first day, Friday,
there will be performances
by comedians and showcases
of judged work, Holton said.
The second day is all student
films. This day is split up into
categories students could
enter in. This includes comedy, experimental, narrative,
animation and music video.
This year, something
new will be happening at
the festival.
This is the first year they

Hoopman said.
The character Cinna's costumes are always amusing,
1 loopman said.
"I think how Lenny Kravitz
portrays Cinna should be
interesting," Hoopman said.
She is also looking forward
to seeing the opening ceremonies of the game.
Rona Klein, senior lecturer
in the English department,
said she is already noticing
ways the trailer differs from
the book.
"I hope it will stay true to
the book," Klein said.
Brown and Klein both
require their classes to read
the book, and Brown will
even have his students go to
the movie.
Women
in
Action
Adventure is the class Brown
teaches where he asks students to read the book and
the movie. Katniss, the main
character, is the reason they
read the book and watch the
movie, Brown said.
"(Katniss] is a girl who has
physical power to do well in
the games; she's resource-

ful, and she is also able to be
politically powerful and unite
a whole society behind her,"
Brown said.
As far as the book goes,
young adult literature with
this type of heroine isn't
uncommon, Brown said.
"There's a fair amount of it,
where girls have the agency to
do more than shop and buy
clothes and look at boys and
do girly things," Brown said.
"The Hunger Games"
isn't just an ordinary
young adult book; there are
aspects of it that set it apart
from the norm.
"It's well-written," Brown
said. "1 think it manages to
unite romance and action
in a time when other young
adult books are girly. It struck
a chord that was different."
Klein requires students in
her adolescent literature class
to read the book and asked
them what (hey thought.
Her students agreed with
Brown, noting the welldeveloped characters.
"Even the ones who seem
all bad, as you go on you dis-

sent out invitations to
other film schools in Ohio,
Holton said.
"Hopefully, there will be
not only BGSU films screened,
but also films from all over
Ohio," she said.
Since she is a film production major, Holton was
more attracted to BG Reel,
though she describes UFO
and BG Reel as "just one big
community."
"|BG Reel] is about taking action and making your
vision real," she said.
Sullivan said he has garnered a lot of knowledge of
film from his involvement in
the organization.

"Most of my experience
from school is from BG Reel
and a little bit from classes,"
Sullivan said.
1 le offered advice to anyone thinking about joining
the organization.
"If you want to work
on something, it's really
important to just go and do
it," he said.
Gardenas sees the organization as giving its members
the contacts and experience
necessary for after college.
"It builds that camaraderie and sense of belonging,
and I think that is important
because it moves into life after
graduation," Cardenas said.

WE ALSO OFFER:
Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking)
Free High Speed Internet

> 24 Hr Maintenance
> 3 Laundromats

Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools
> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts
> Free Water & Trash

Free Resident Shuttle
Air Conditioning
Free DVD Library

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTSOffice: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 11am-3pm
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED

cover why they're acting that
way," Klein said.
These aspects not only set
the book apart from others
in the genre, but also give it
appeal for many different
people. Brown said.
"I think it appeals to everybody," Brown said. "It'sagreat
book; it's a great dystopic science fiction book ... it's more
than a love triangle."
The fact that the book has
a lot of action with a love
story woven in also allows for
greater popularity, Klein said.
The author, Suzanne
Collins, makes a difference as
well, Klein said.
"The author trusts the audience to figure out issues and
deal with them; she doesn't
hit you over the head with it,"
Klein said.
Klein has been discussing
the book in her class for a
couple of years now and said
she loves it.
"1 think the characters are
very thought provoking in
terms of media and human
nature and a lot of issues,"
Klein said.

Cast:
Jennifer Lawrence as Katniss Everdeen
Stanley Tucci as Caesar Flickerman
Josh Hutcherson as Peeta Mellark
Elizabeth Banks as Effio Trinket
Lenny Kravitz as Cinna
Woody Harrelson as Haymitch Abernathy

What the critics said:
Rottentomatoes-100% Freshness Rating
IGN.com- 4 out of 5 stars
Empireonline.com- 4 out of 5 stars (Empire Magazine)
TotalFilm.com- 4 out of 5 stars

About the book by the numbers:
200,000 copies in the first run
4.5 milion copies of the book sold in 2010 in the U.S.
9.2 million copies sold in 2011
Since trailer was released on 11/14/2011,7.5 million copies
were sold

Source: Information about the cast from imdb.com. Information
about the book from vrww.yalsa.ala.org/

CHECK ONLINE THIS WEEKEND FOR:
Two reviews of "The Hunger Games" movie.

Nathan Elekonich's review from the perspective of

Erin Cox's review from the perspective of

someone who hasn't read the book

someone who has read the book.
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Falcons win third straight game, defeat Shawnee St.
ByNklcJinkcwycz

Reporter

LAUREN POFF

KEVIN DELAPAZ. BG pitcher, losses a pilch during the Falcons' 6-5 victory against Shawnee State on Wednesday afternoon at Stellar Field

The BG baseball leam extended
its winning streak to three games
Wednesday by defeating Shawnee
State, 6-3. at Stellar Field.
After losing its first five games of
the season, BG has now improved
to 8-12 on the season as Shawnee
State drops to 16-16.
"It's been a combination of the
three things: pitching, hitting
and defense," said coach Danny
Schmitz. "We did a good job on the
mound and turning double plays
when we got into a little trouble."
With the win, the Falcons
also remain undefeated at home
with a 3-0 record before entering
Mid-American Conference play
this weekend.
"We've been focusing on defense
recently and cracking down on it,"
said Brandon Howard, who scored
two runs for the Falcons. "It's something that we weren't sharp on earlier in the year, but we're doing a

better job and it will help us get
wins later on."
The Falcons wasted no time by
getting off to a hot start, scoring
all of its six runs in the first two
innings. BG gave Carter Bledsoe,
the losing pitcher for Shawnee
State, a rough outing by recording
four earned runs in the first inning.
Furthermore, Bledsoe could not
record an out in the first before giving up the four earned runs, which
led to him getting pulled.
"Being patient at the plate has
definitely helped us pick up wins,"
Howard said. "It definitely helps
when we play teams like this that
throw a lot of speed pitches."
Center fielder Jake Thomas also
scored two runs for the Falcons
and went 2-4 from the plate.
Additionally, second baseman
Matt Pitzulo went 2-3 to go with
three RBI.
However, BG's offense did come
See BASEBALL I Page 9

BG softball
splits games
with IPFW
By Ethan Eait«rwood
Reporter

The BG softball team split a doubleheader with IPFW on Wednesday,
dropping the first game of the day 3-1
before regrouping and beating the
Mastodons 3-0.
The first game saw
the Falcons start well,
scoring the first run
in the first inning
thanks to junior
Hannah Fulk. The
Falcons would hold
this slim lead until Hannah
the sixth inning, Fulk
where IPFW tallied Shortstop who
three runs on three
went 2-for-5
hits against freshman Jamie Kertes. with two RBI
Kertes would allow against IPFW
a career-high eleven
hits despite recording
five strikeouts.
The seventhinningsawthe Falcons
rally one hit, but not enough to close
the gap, giving the Mastodons the
first win of the day.
The Falcons managed to regroup
both in pitching and in offense in
game two as the Falcons shut out
IPFW, 3-0.
Andrea Arney had a strong game,
going 2-for-3 with a home run and
an RBI. Hannah Fulk led the team
with two RBI, while Kertes and Paris
Imholz split the game, with Kertes
getting the win. Kertes allowed just
one hit in 3.1 innings of work as she
relieved Imholz.
The fifth inning was when the
Falcons broke through as the
Mastodons conceded two fielding errors, putting two runners in
scoring position. Fulk hit them both
home a batter later with a single to
center field. Arney added her single
home run in the sixth inning as an
insurance run, giving the Falcons
the 3-0 victory.
This was the seventh shutout of the
season for the Falcons, and Arney's
home run has now given her a new
career high with five.
The Falcons are now 15-9 and
will be back in action March 28
at the University of Michigan,
who will prove to be a formidable
opponent, according to head coach
Shannon Salsburg.

®
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MEGAN VALENTIN) BG gymnast, performs a flip on the balance beam during the Falcons' victory against Eastern Michigan this past Saturday at Anderson Arena

Flipping into action
Coming off of first conference win, BG gymnastics heads to DeKalb for MAC Championships
By Dini.ISi.rra
Reporter

After a win over Eastern
Michigan this past weekend,
coach Kerrie Beach hopes the BG
gymnastics team finds the confidence to reach its full potential at Saturday's Mid-American
Conference Championships in
DeKalb, 111.
The Falcons blew past the
Eagles 193.675-190.95 in their
final home meet of the season,
earning the team's first conference win of the year.

Heading into the MAC
Championships, BG is ranked
fifth out of the seven teams.
Beach is encouraged by her
team's consistency throughout
the month of March, and is optimistic that her team can upset
several higher-ranked teams that
appear to have peaked too early.
"Our focus is on right now,"
she said. "We've been so close
to beating some of these
teams. I think we're ready for
some upsets."
The Falcons will rely heavily on
freshman star Jamilah Ali, who

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

TENNIS

Milkr named regional Coach of the Year
BG coach Curt Miller has been named the Russell
Athletic/WBCA Regional Coach of the Year for
the fourth time in seven years. He is now eligible
for the WBCA National Coach of the Year award.

Falcons host NIU
The BG tennis team hosts NIU on
Saturday in the team's MAC opener.
The game will be played at the Keefe
Tennis Courts.

will compete in all four events
for the team. Ali has stood out
in the conference this year on
both vault and balance beam.
She has scored 9.8 or higher on
beam eight times this season,
and is currently ranked No. 2 in
the MAC.
Beach says the meet is particularly meaningful as it represents the close of senior Dawn
Christman's career. Christman
has struggled with an ankle injury in the last month, but Beach
is confident that she can deliver
one final vault for the team at

Championships.
"I do think Dawn will be able
to do that vault," Beach said. "It's
looked great in training, and we
really want her to be able to have
that one last performance."
For the Falcons to be successful, several other key contributors will also have to be on,
including Megan Harrington,
Gina
Locigno,
Danielle
Wishart, Megan Valentini and
Monica Eaton.
See GYM | Page 9
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AMY RUTHENBURG BG golfer, lines up her tee shot during last season's Dolores Black falcon Invitational in Bowling Green.

By Clay L»»r
Reporter

The BG women's golf
team will open up the
spring portion of its
schedule this Sunday
at the Low Country
Intercollegiate in Hilton
Head Island, S.C.
Bailey Arnold will lead

GYM

the Falcons in what will be
their first action since Oct.
18 at the Zippy Invitational
in Fairlawn, Ohio. The
team finished third at that
competition.
"Our goals for the spring
are set really high," Arnold
said. "We want to come
out extremely strong in the
first tournament and be

able to keep it up throughout the season. We want to
lower our scoring average
overall."
Arnold led the team
last spring and earlier
in the fall with her top
scoring average. Last
year she averaged 79.9 in
20 rounds.
"We want to maintain
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with Low Country Intercollegiate
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

and draw confidence but
also work hard and trust
the process," said coach
Stephanie Young.
The Falcons will host
the Dolores Black Falcon
Invitational on April 14 and
15, and have four matches
until the Mid-American
Conference Championships
in April.

"We haven't had that perfect meet this
year, and I want to go out and do that

From Page 8
BG's biggest challenge
will likely come from Kent
State, the top-ranked team
in the MAC. A surprise
NCAA
Championships
qualifier from a year ago,
the Golden Flashes have
put up back-to-back high
scores of 196 and above,
by t^^rag^MOs*.
ip alU
Marie Case.
Central Michigan is
the regular season MAC
champion,
undefeated
ha conference meets this
year. The Chippewas are
a talented mix of youth
and experience, and their
stars — Kristin Teubner
and Brittany Petzold — are
among the best in the MAC.
Western Michigan and
Northern Illinois, two

against all the MAC teams and really
just not leave anything on the table."
Kerrie Beach | BG Gymnastics Coach

teams who defeated the
Falcons earlier this year,
have struggled in the final
weeks of the regujftr„seafereda string 1
performances on balance beam, while the NHJ
Huskies have been inconsistent on bars and beam
all year.
The Falcons, however,
are coming off two consecutive meets without
counting any falls. The
goal for this weekend,
Beach says, is to continue
that consistency.

"I'm really focused on
them hitting all 24 routines, and then seeing
where that puts us," she
said. "We havent had that
perfect meet this year, and
I want to go out and do that
against all the MAC teams
and really just not leave
anything on the table."
TheMACChampionships
mark the end of the season for the Falcons as a
team, but several BG gymnasts are in good position
to qualify to the NCAA
Regional Championships
on April 7.

LAUREN POFF

PATRICK LANCASTER. BG outfielder, prepares to swing at a pitch during BG's 6-3 win against Shawnee State

BASEBALL
From Page 8
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to a stall after the second inning by not scoring
any runs with the 6-0 lead.
Nonetheless, the Falcons'
defense stood strong, only
giving up three runs on
seven hits, while turning several double plays throughout
the game.
Picking up the win on the

mound for the Falcons was
Trevor Blaylock, his first
career collegiate win. The
Falcons used eight different pitchers, as BG only has
one day off before a threegame series with Western
Michigan this weekend.
"With only having one
day off we wanted to get
some more people in there,"
Schmit/ said. "We were
working with a pitch count
to keep everyone ready for

this weekend."
The Falcons'
threegame series with Western
Michigan will open MAC;
play in Kalamazoo. Mich,
this Friday. First pitch is
scheduled for 3 p.m.
"We are looking forward to getting ready for
Western." Schmitz said.
"They are a very fine ball
club, both defensively and
offensively, and it should be
a great series."

ONE BEDROOM SPECIAL Thru March 30th
$99/deposit /per person

PARKING
YOUR BIKE
IS NOT AN
EMERGENCY

On all our one bedrooms we have left for 2021/2013 school year.

So please don't chain it to any
of the blue emergency light poles.
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• One bedroom
• Close to campus
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Falcons win third straight game, defeat Shawnee St.
By Nick Juslnwycz
Reporte'

UUREN POFF
KEVIN DELAPAZ BG pitcher, losses a pilch during the Falcons 6-5 victory against Shawnee State on Wednesday alternoon at Stellar Field

better job and it will help us get
wins later on."
The Falcons wasted no time by
The BG baseball team extended getting off to a hot start, scoring
its winning streak to three games all of its six runs in the first two
Wednesday by defeating Shawnee innings. BG gave Carter Bledsoe,
the losing pitcher for Shawnee
Male. I.-3. at Stellar Field.
After losing its first five games of State, a rough outing by recording
the season. BG has now improved four earned runs in the first inning.
Furthermore, Bledsoe could not
to 8-12 on the season as Shawnee
State drops to 16-16.
record an out in the first before giv"It's been a combination of the ing up the four earned runs, which
three things: pitching, hitting led (o him gelling pulled.
"Being patient at the plate has
and defense," said coach Danny
Schtnit/. "We did a good job on the definitely helped us pick up wins,"
mound and turning double plays Howard said. "It definitely helps
when we play teams like this that
when we got into a little trouble."
With the win, the Falcons throw a lot of speed pitches."
Center fielder lake Thomas also
also remain undefeated at home
with a 3-0 record before entering scored two runs for the Falcons
Mid American Conference play and went 2-4 from the plate.
this weekend.
Additionally, second baseman
"We've been focusing on defense Matt Pftzulo went 2-3 to go with
recently and cracking down on it," three RBI.
said Brandon Howard, who scored
However, BG's offense did come
two runs for the Falcons. "It's someSee BASEBALL I Paqe 9
thing that we weren't sharp on earlier in the year, but we're doing a

BG softball
splits games
with IPFW
By Ethan Eastcrwood
Reporter

The BG Softball team split a doubleheader with ll'IVV on Wednesday,
dropping the first game of the day 3-1
before regrouping and beating the
Mastodons 3-0.
The first game saw
the Falcons start well,
scoring the first run
in the first inning
thanks to junior
Hannah Fulk. The
Falcons would hold
this slim lead until Hannah
the sixth inning, Fullc
where ll'IVV tallied Shortstop who
three runs on three
went 2-(or-5
hits against freshman lamie kertes. with two
Kertes would allow against IPFW
a career-high eleven
hits despite recording
five strikeouts.
The seventhinningsawthe Falcons
rally one hit. but not enough to close
the gap, giving the Mastodons the
first winof the day.
The Falcons managed to regroup
both in pitching and in offense in
game two as the Falcons shut out
ll'IVV. 3-0.
Andrea Arney had a strong game,
going 2-for-3 with a home run and
an RBI. Hannah Fulk led the team
with two RBI. while kertes and Paris
Imhol/. split the game, with kertes
getting the win. kertes allowed just
one hit in 3.1 innings of work as she
relieved Imholz.
The fifth inning was when the
Falcons broke through as the
Mastodons conceded two fielding errors, putting two runners in
scoring position. Fulk hit them both
home a batter later with a single to
center field. Arney added her single
home run in the sixth inning as an
insurance run, giving the Falcons
the 3-0 victory.
This was the seventh shutout of the
season for the Falcons, and Arney's
home run has now given her a new
career high with five.
I'he Falcons are now 15-9 and
will be back in action March 28
at the University of Michigan,
who will prove to be a formidable
opponent, according to head coach
Shannon Salsburg.

UURfNPOFF i IHfBGMWS
MEGAN VALENTINI fc(j gymnast, performs a flip on the balance beam during the Falcons victory against Eastern Michigan this past Saturday at Anderson Arena

Flipping into action
Coming off of first conference win. BG gymnastics heads to DeKalb for MAC Championships
By Daniel Sierra
Reporter

After a win over Eastern
Michigan this past weekend,
coach kerrie Beach hopes the B(i
gymnastics team finds the confidence to reach its lull potential at Saturday's Mid-American
Conference Championships in
Dekalb, III.
The Falcons blew past the
Eagles 193.675-190.95 in their
final home meet of the season,
earning the team's first conference win of the year.

Heading into the MAC
Championships, BG is ranked
fifth out of the seven teams.
Beach is encouraged by her
team's consistency throughout
the month of March, and is optimistic that her team can upset
several higher-ranked teams that
appear to have peaked too early.
"Our focus is on right now,"
she said. "We've been so close
to beating some of these
teams. I think we're ready for
some upsets."
The Falcons will rely heavily on
freshman star lamilah Ali, who

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

TENNIS

Miller named regional Coach of the Year
BG coach Curt Miller has been named the Russell
Athletic/WBCA Regional Coach of the Year for
the fourth time in seven years. He is now eligible
for the WBCA National Coach of the Year award.

Falcons host NIU
The BG tennis team hosts NIU on
Saturday in the team's MAC opener.
The game will be played at the Keefe
Tennis Courts.

■'

will compete in all four events
for the team. Ali has stood out
in the conference this year on
both vault and balance beam.
She has scored 9.8 or higher on
beam eight times this season,
and is currently ranked No. 2 in
the MAC.
Beach says the meet is particularly meaningful as it represents the close of senior Dawn
Christman's career. Christman
has struggled with an ankle injury in the last month, but Beach
is confident that she can deliver
one final vault for the team at

Championships.
"I do think Dawn will be able
to do that vault," Beach said. "It's
looked great in training, and we
really want her to be able to have
that one last performance."
For the Falcons to be successful, several other key contributors will also have to be on,
including Megan Harrington,
Gina
Locigno,
Danielle
Wishart, Megan Valentini and
Monica Eaton.
See GYM | Page 9
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imes lip her tee shot during last seasons Ooiores Black Falcon Invitational in bowling Green

The Nil women's golf
team will open up the
spring portion of its
schedule (his Sunday
at the Low Country
Intercollegiate in Hilton
Head Island. S.C.
Bailey Arnold will lead

GYM
From Page 8

the Falcons in what will be
their first action since Oct.
Ill at the Zippy Invitational
in i .ml.mo. Ohio. The
team finished third at that

competition,
"Our goals for the spring
are set really high," Arnold
said. "We want to come
out extremely strong in the
first tournament and be

able to keep it up throughout the season. We want to
lower our scoring average
overall."
Arnold led the team
lust spring and earlier
in the fall with her top
scoring average. Last
year she averaged 79.9 in
21) rounds.
"We want (o maintain

8

9

BG women's golf to resume season
with Low Country Intercollegiate
By Clay L«s*r
Reporter
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row. column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits I to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

and draw confidence but
also work hard and trust
the process." said coach
Stephanie Voting.
The falcons will hosl
the Dolores Black Falcon
Invitational on April M and
15, and have four matches
until the Mid-American
Conference Championships
in April.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.
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"We haven't had that perfect meet this
year, and I want to go out and do that

against all the MAC teams and really
BG's biggest challenge
will likely come from Kent
just not leave anything on the table."
State, the top-tanked team
in the MAC. A surprise
Kerrie Beach | BG Gymnastics Coach
NCAA
Championships
qualifier from a year ago,
the Ciolden flashes have teams who defeated the
"I'm really focused on
put up back-to-back high falcons earlier this year, them hitting all 24 rouscores of 196 and above. have struggled in the final tines, and then seeing
Jed by the conference's weeks of the tegular sea- where that puts us," she
■bp all'sMMByS^HimNl -r*i»rfW«e-Bronco*have*uf said. "We haven't had that
Marie Case.
fered a string of disastrous perfect meet this year, and
Central Michigan is performances on bal- 1 want to go out and do that
the regular season MAC ance beam, while the Mil against all the MAC teams
champion,
undefeated Huskies have been incon- and really just not leave
in conference meets this sistent on bars and beam anything on the table."
year. The Chippewas are all year.
TheMACChampionships
a talented mix of youth
The Falcons, however, mark the end of the seaand experience, and their are coming off two con- son for the falcons as a
stars — Kristin Teubner secutive meets without team, but several BO gymand Brittany I'et/old — are counting any falls. The nasts are in good position
among the best in the MAC. goal for this weekend, to qualify to the NCAA
Western Michigan and Beach says, is to continue Regional Championships
Northern Illinois, two that consistency.
on April 7.

ItUBtN B0«
PATRICK LANCASTER bG i utfiefder. prepares to swing at a pitch during BGs 0-5 win against Shawnee State
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to a stall after the second inning by not scoring
any runs with the 6-0 lead.
Nonetheless, the falcons'
defense stood strong, only
giving up three runs on
seven hits, while turning sev
eral double plays throughout
the game.
Picking up the win on the

mound lor the falcon- was
Trevor Blaylock, his first
career collegiate win, I litFalcons used eight different pitchers, .is HI, only has
one day off before a three
game series with Western
Michigan this weekend.
"With only having one
day off we wanted to get
some more people in there,"
Schm.it/. said. "We were
working with a pitch count
to keep everyone ready for

this weekend."
fhe
Falcons
three
game series with Western
Mulligan will open MAC
pla) in Kalamazoo, Mich,
this 1 riday. 1 irst pitch is

scheduled for 3 p.m.
'We are looking lot
ward tn getting ready for
Western.
SchmitZ said.
They are a very tine ball
club, both defensively and
offensively, and it should be
a great scries"
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Help Wanted

lassified Ads
419-372-6977

The BG New* will not knowtnglv accept
■dvcniiemenu ii..u discriminate, or
encourage dtecnmlnaUon againi! uiv
individual or group on the bull of race,
■ex. color, erred, religion, national on
gin. tesualorientation. dUabllliy. status.
■» a vnH.ni. or on (he bam of any other
legally protected sums.

Lost/Found
Female Dog lound by BGSU
Soccer Field and Doyt Stadium
Call Jamie at 419-308-6035
w/ description of dog.

Services Offered
Bartending Workshop at BGSUI
Great skills for summer jobs!
Call 567-220-6132 for more info.
info@badendingbuddy.com
Want to start a career in a business that makes people fit and
healthy? A business that is fun
and can make you actually rich?
One that costs you S495 one time
and will last a life time?
And is not a pyramid!
Call Ashley at 419-490-5201.

GREAT SUMMER JOB!
Need 4-6 people, male or female
(18 yrs +| for housekeeping and
various duties for vacation home
rentals on Middle Bass Island.OH.
On site housing available at
reasonable cost. Hours vary.
$10/hr as independent contractor
to clean condominums & cabins,
between rentals, bath house
daily. & condominium common
areas, such as outside entrance.
elevator and walkways, under
supervision of on site manager.
Approx June 6 - Aug 16.2012.
Respond via email:
mbirents@gmail.com
or call 216-244-2057.
Hiring wait staff and kitchen help,
must be able to work in summer.
Flex hours. Apply in person at:
Bai Du Restaurant in Perrysburg
Call 419-874-7079 lor directions.
Kidzwatch - both centers now
hiring FT 4 PT care givers for
days, eves. & weekends. Email
resume to: info@kidzwatch.net
Mr Eds/Commodore Resorts
Open Interview. Put-In-Bay. OH
Sunday. April 1st at Commodore
Perry, Port Clinton. 10am-5 pm
Assistant Manager, kitchen
cooks, servers, security, housekeepers, front desk needed
Call 419-285-3101 for more Info.
Now hiring bartenders & security.
no experience necessary
Submit inquiries: mfo@clazel.net
PLAY SPORTSI HAVE FUNI
SAVE MONEYI
Maine camp needs fun loving
counselors to teach all land,
adventure, & water sports.
Call 888-844-8080 or
apply at campcedar.com
Shuttle driver needed for
Copper Beech Townhomes.
Call 419-353-3300 for details

The Daily Crossword Fix >
brought to you by

SUMMER Work For STUDENTS!
Want people willing to learn to
work on wood floors including
gym floors. Starts when school is
out for summer to middle ol Aug.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also
measuring, laying out & painting
game lines, art work & applying
gym floor finish. We thoroughly
train you in all phases of work.
Job pays $8*r w/ approx 40-50
hrs per week, flex hours. Must be
punctual, reliable and willing to
accept responsibility.
Contact Joe Koch at
419-340-6270 or fax resume to
419-841-3910.
TELEMARKETERS NEEDED
"HIRING IMMEDIATELY"
S8/HR-NO SELLING REQUIRED
Mon-Fn 5-9PM. Sat 9-2PM
Good Communication
Skills Needed
Call Kris ©874-1945 or
Apply at TruGreenToledo.com
Uraku Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers, call 419-352-7070
www urakusushi com

For Sale
Help Wanted

For Rent

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Lovely, updated 3BR home.
1 bath, hardwd Hoors, new roof.
1 car attch. garage. W. Reed St.
$112.500. call 513-312-3586

3 BR house,unfurn,139 S College
$900/mo, inclds gas, dep. req.
Avail 8/15/12, year lease
Call 419-601-3108.
3BR house, 2 fulls baths, all appl
incl, pet friendly, $900/mo +utils.
326 Leroy, avail July 2012
Call 419-308-2676
www bgtoledorent.com
4BR houses, 2 car garage,
W/D, AC. lyr lease,
avail May or Aug, $1200/mo.
949 Scott Hamilton,138 Williams
Call or text 419-654-9512
5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus. $1150/mo.
Avail Aug 2012 - year lease.
Call 354-2731 or 35? 1584
Avail Aug 2012, close to campus,
2BR house, $750/mo ♦ utils,
3BR apt. S550/mo + utils,
2BR apt, $325/mo + utils.
Call 419-308-2458 for more info.
Elf, 1 8 2 BR apts. Spring S Fall.
Call G L Rentals at 419-354-9740
or ghoverson@woh.rr.com
EffiC, apt, half block from BGSU,
S300/mo includes electric & gas.
Dep req, avail Aug 15, yr lease
Call 419-601-3108.
HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
Now leasing for 2012-2013 s.y.
1 4 2 BR apts, $375-S650/mo
Call 419-3546036 for more info!
Large 4 BR house, 149 Prospect,
W/D hook up, close to campus.
avail Aug 1st, $1100/mo ♦utils.
Call 419-353-1556

For Rent
"houses & apts almost full 12-13.
321 E. Merry. 5/6 BR 6 allowed
Also very close apts. rms & effic
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Free Heat & Water!
Large Patio1 Pet Friendly!
(4191353-7715
www.varsitysquareapts com
1 BR apts. near campus.
Avail Fall 2012, $475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
2 & 3 BR apts S townhouses,
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th Sts.
Leases for May & August,
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www rutterdudleyrentals com
20112-13 S.Y. Leases:
3BR house. W'D. central air.
dishwasher, $700/mo.
Avail May 15. 2012.
2 upper apts in house w/ shared
bath. $275/mo & S350/mo.
Call 419-601-3225 for more info!
227 N. Prospect triplex, pets OK,
between downtown and campus.
1BR • $400/mo. 2BR - $650/mo,
5BR - $1200/mo. avail July 2012
Call 419-308-2676.
www bgtoledorent.com
2BR apts, WD, close to
campus & downtown, very nice'
Available in August. $610/mo
121 E. Court St. 419-352-0300
3 BR house for rent, includes
W/D. very close to campus,
avail nowi Call 419-731-3800

Lrg 5BR/ 5 person house w/ 2
kitch. 2 baths, and W/D hook-up,
$1200/mo, call 419-308-1191
Lrg, well-maintained 3BR w/ W/D,
attached garage. 3 student max
occup. Avail May. $650/mo +utils.
Call 419-601-0781.
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Boat's bottom
■Peek-_P
Siamese sound
Longtime logo with a top
hat and monocle
5 Exactly right
6 Suspicious of
7 Defense gp. with pilots
8 Mailed
9 Gadget measuring rpm
10 Church high point
11 Hairline's midpoint, perhaps
12 Swear
32 You might brush
13 Change the color
barbcue sauce
of. as hair
on one
21 "Smooth Opera- 35 Approves
tor" singer
37 "Little Red Book' writer
22 Lav in Leeds
38 Used for support
25 Word before pad 40 Gamblers' methods
or tender
41 Dull
26 Common man
43 "Who _?": New O
with a six-pack?
leans Saints' fans chant
27 Plump (up)
44 Keys in
28 Basic principle 47 stow below
29 Severe
48 Give off
30 That. In Tijuana 49 Disney World's Space
I Jon of "Mad Men"
31 Swap
Mountain, e.g.
5 Knight fights
50 Leer at
39 Place for pickups
II Roll of dough
51 Wilma Fllntstone's guy
40 They may be cracked
14 Slangy prefix meaning
52 Opulence
using stethoscopes
"super"
53 Highest point
41 Abacus pieces
15 Oust from office
54 "What _ wrong?"
42 Woman with varying roles in
55 Looney Tunes devil,
16 Ornamental climbing plant
Arthurian legend
casually
17 Roller coaster feature
45 — guzzler
1X3
Hms
0331 SBJ3 3 Z
18 Batter's position
46 Indian bread
N 3 x oHu 3101 nHoO V
19 Anonymous John
47 What exacting judges follow
3 d nolj HOIK sir v i
20 One completely lacking
55 _ Mahal
M ¥ 1 3 H 1 i 111113 iB
morals
56 Political fugitive
■|« i N| ■ | s v o ■
23 Small batteries
57 Delude
^THTv 13HiaOAQV l|j
24 Sound preceding "Oof!"
s a Y 3 gUt iiilliil
58 Big fuss
25 2009 Will Ferrell dinosaur 59 Singer Bette
xvai' |r>UNnn Ml 3 o i
movie
oiiliiii imi n A 3 M
60 Team on a farm
■
l HHIliBcil lU
32 Vaudeville show
61 Alphabet ender
■ M O d 1
Wfs V V~M
33 Landlord's contract
62 Animals for 5-Across
■
M
OT3Hli01S3MOT|
34 Paid athlete
63 Call to a queue
» n "■-! n N w i sld n n i
36 "_ it now": "Understood"
1 A 1 Hi V 3 S N nil llfl
37 Writer H.H. or Alice
a v *|i i s n o r|n n v H|
38 Security breach
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Think
you may be pregnant? See us to discuss your options.
fl

I •
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bowlinq Oreen

May -12 month leases
230 N. Enterprise -Ibr - $375/mo
420 S Summit - 2br - $450/mo
605 Fifth St - 2br ■ $390/mo.
845 Third St - 3br-S915/mo.
www.BGApar1ments.com

PREGNANCYMZENTER
441 Frazee Ave. Suite A

www.bgpc.org

heip@bgpc.org
(419)354-4673
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-352-8917
Must see! 4BR, 2 bth apt / 3BR.
1 bth apt.newer carpet, small pets
ok Call 216-337-6010.
One subleaser needed for
3BR house.124 South College,
May 15-Aug 23rd. S383/mo+ utils.
Call Sarah at 419-575-2779 or
email, sarahes@bgsu.edu
Shamrock Storage
Many sizes. Near BGSU.
Uhaul available.
ShamrockBG com, 419-354-0070

Special Notices
Bartending, up to$300/day.
No exp. needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174.

If!

BGSU

|^^™

Text BGSU
to 96362
to get local deals
sent directly to your phone

